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1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group (=locally compact Haus-

dorff topological group). By the measure algebra of G we mean the Banach

*-algebra M(G) of bounded regular Borel measures on G. It is well known that

M(G) is the dual of C0(G) the Banach space of continuous complex-valued functions

on G which "vanish at infinity". The group algebra L^G) is the *-subalgebra of

M(G) consisting of all measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to the

Haar measure on G. Alternatively LX{G) can be defined as the Banach *-algebra of

(equivalence classes of) Haar summable functions on G.

Let F and G be locally compact groups, a a bicontinuous isomorphism of F

onto G, and y a character on F. For p. in M(F) and/in C0(G) let Tp(f)=p(y(f ° a)).

Then the mapping pv-^Tp is an isometric *-isomorphism of M(F) onto M(G)

(Lemma 2). In §3 we show that every norm decreasing isomorphism of M(F) onto

M(G) is of the above form and consequently is an isometric *-isomorphism

(Theorem 1). A number of other results follow from this, in particular Wendel's

theorem on norm decreasing isomorphisms of group algebras.

Theorem 1 generalizes a result of B. E. Johnson [7] on isometric isomorphisms

of measure algebras. In [7] Johnson used norm properties of measures in L}{F) to

show that each isometric isomorphism maps F^F) onto L}(G) and consequently by

applying Wendel's result it follows that each isometric isomorphism is of the form

described above. Our generalization of Johnson's result has the advantage that

Wendel's theorem is a consequence.

In §4 we use the results of §3 to prove a similar structure theorem for norm

decreasing homomorphisms T of A/(F) onto M(G) such that T(p * L\F)) = {0}

implies Tp = 0. (In this case the bicontinuous isomorphism of Fonto G mentioned

above becomes a continuous and open homomorphism of Fonto G.)

The final section of the paper is concerned with bipositive homomorphisms of

M(F) onto M(G). Here we show that the hypothesis of norm decreasing may be

dropped provided that the homomorphism maps the positive cone onto the positive

cone.

The first three sections of this paper formed a part of the author's Ph.D. thesis at

McMaster University. The author acknowledges with thanks the supervision given

him by Professor Taqdir Husain.
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2. Preliminaries. Let (X, t) be a topological space, we write Xz in place of

(X, t) and if fsJ, F, is Y with the relative r-topology. If (xj : j e J) is a net in X

which converges to x we shall write this as x, —> x. The r-closure of a subset

Pc^is written Clt P.

Let G be a locally compact group, C(G) is the Banach space of bounded con-

tinuous complex valued functions on G, K(G) the subspace of C(G) consisting of

functions whose support is compact. C0(G) may be defined as the closure of K(G)

in C(G).

As remarked in the introduction, M(G) is the dual of C0(G). The weak topology

on M(G) is the ct(A/(G), C0(G))-topology, i.e. the coarsest topology on M(G) such

that for each / in C0(G) the mapping p h> p(f) of M(G) into the complex field is

continuous. We shall frequently write a in place of a(A/(G), C0(G)).

For x in G, ex is the Dirac measure at x, i.e. the element of M(G) defined by

Ex(f)=f(x) for/e C0(G). Ge is the collection of all Dirac measures.

If p. is any measure on G, then we shall use p for the corresponding integral,

writing p{f) = ]f dp for any tx-integrable function /.

The support of a measure p, written Supp (p) is the set of all x in G such that for

each neighborhood U of x, there is an / in K(G) which vanishes outside U with

Proposition 1. (i) G is isomorphic and homeomorphic to G%.

(ii) The mappings p.\-> p.* A, p\-^ X* p and p p* of M(G) into itself are

ct(M(G), C0(G))-continuous.

(iii) Let V be the linear span of Gc. Then for any p e M(G),

p e Cl„ {A e V : ||A|| ̂  \\p\\ and Supp (A) c Supp (/x)}.

Proof, (i) It is straightforward to see that the mapping x \-> ex of G onto Ge is a

bicontinuous isomorphism.

(ii) For/eC0(G), define \~(f) by A "(/)(*) = \(xf) where xf(y)=f(xy). Then

A-(/)eC0(G) [6, p. 264], and p * A(/) = /x(A-(/)). It follows that ph+p*\ is

a(M(G), C0(G))-continuous. Similarly the definition of p* yields the continuity of

the mapping p h-> p* [6, p. 299]. To show that p \-> A * p is continuous observe that

this mapping can be written p h-> p* \-> p* * A* = (A * p)* i-^ (A * /x)** = A * xx.

The proof of (iii) is the same as the proof of Corollary 1 on p. 71 of [2].

Corollary. Given any p e M(G) there is a net (xi; : j e J) in

A = {A g V : Supp (A) c Supp (p); ||A|| ̂  \\p\\}

such that Pjl> /x and \p\ =lim \p\.

Proof. Pjl^p implies lim inf ||/x;|]a ||/x|| since the mapping p i-> ||/x|| is lower

semicontinuous in M(G)„.

Let L\G) be the subset of M(G) consisting of measures that are absolutely

continuous with respect to the Haar measure on G. It is well known that L1(G) is a
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two-sided norm closed ideal in M(G). Let B{L\G)) be the algebra of all bounded

linear operators which map Ll{G) into itself, taken with the topology of simple

convergence (i.e. the coarsest topology such that for each A eL^G), the mapping

Fh> TX is continuous. L1(G) is taken with the norm topology). For /x e A/(G) we

define Tue B(D(G)) by T!1X=y.*X. The mapping /x i-> Tu is one-one. The so-

topology on M{G) is the coarsest topology such that this map is continuous. A

theorem of Wendel [8] states that the image of M{G) under this mapping is closed

in B(L\G)).

Proposition 2. (i) On norm bounded sets so => a(M(G), C0(G)).

(ii) G* = Gl0.

(hi) The mappings ju i-> ^ * A, /x h> A * /x are so-continuous.

(iv) Let V be the linear span of the Dirac measures. For any /x e M(G) we have

p e Clso {A e V : Supp (A) c Supp (p) and ||A|| £

(v) Let p e M(G) then /x 6 Clso {A e L\G) : || A|| g ||M||}.

Proof, (i) follows from Lemma 1.1.1 of [4] and the fact that any/e C0(G) is left

(and right) uniformly continuous [6, p. 185]. (ii) follows from (i) together with

Proposition l(i) and the fact that the mapping x v-> ex * A is continuous for A in

L1(G). The proof of (iii) is an easy calculation. To prove (iv) use Lemmata 1.1.2 and

1.1.3 of [4]. The proof of (v) is an easy consequence of the facts that Ll{G) is an

ideal in M(G) and L1(G) contains an approximate unit of norm 1.

Corollary. The mapping A i-> ||A| is lower semicontinuous in the so-topology.

The next proposition is the well-known relationship between the Dirac measures

on G and the extreme points of the unit ball in M{G).

Proposition 3. The extreme points of the unit ball of M(G) are precisely the

measures yex, \y\ = \, x e G.

Proposition 4. Let T be a norm bounded homomorphism of M(F) onto M(G) and

suppose that for p. in M(F), F(/x * L1(F)) = {0} implies Ftt = 0. Then T restricted to

norm bounded sets is continuous as a mapping of M(F)S0 onto M(G)a.

Proof. Let (ey : je J) be an approximate unit in LX{F). By Lemma 4.1.2 of

Greenleaf [4], TCj_^ e where e is an idempotent such that e * p = y- * e = p for all

p in Cl, T(L\F)). Since Fis onto and T(fx * L1(F)) = {0} implies F/x = 0, it follows

that £ is the unit of M(G). Let (/x; : j eJ) be a norm bounded net in M(F) and sup-

pose that fj.j ̂  p e M(F). For any A in L1(F) we have it; * A->/x*A so that

Tfij * TX -> Tfi * TX. Since {TjXj : j eJ) is norm bounded and the unit ball of M(G)

is a(M(G), C0(G))-compact it follows that there is a // e M(G) and a subnet

(TfijW) such that Tfim) \     Consequently for any A in L\F) we have Tp * TX

= /F * FA, since multiplication is separately continuous in M{G)a. Thus F/x * Fe;

=/x' * Te;, and since Te,J^ e, we have F/x = e * F/x = /x'. This completes the proof.
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Lemma 1. Let F, G be locally compact groups and let T be a norm decreasing

homomorphism of M{F) onto M(G). Then for each xeF there is a y e G, and a

complex number y, \y\ = 1 such that Tex = yey.

Proof. Let Lx be the operator on M{G) defined by Lxp = Tex * /x. Since Pisa

norm decreasing homomorphism of M(F) onto M(G) it follows thatF*1 exists;

L~1=LX-1 and ||LX||^ 1, Let /x, A e M(G),      = 1>     = J> ar>d suppose

that Tex = aiJL + (l — a)X for 0<a<l. Then ee = aLx1fj. + (l—a)Lx1X, and since ee

is an extreme point of the unit ball, we have p = X. Thus Tex is an extreme point of

the unit ball of M(G) so now the lemma follows from Proposition 3.

3. Norm decreasing isomorphisms of measure algebras.

Lemma 2. Let F and G be locally compact groups, a a bicontinuous isomorphism

of F onto G and y a character on F. Let T be the mapping of M(F) into M(G) defined

by
TKf) = My(/C «)),      P e M(F), fe C0(G).

Then T is an isometric ^-isomorphism of M(F) onto M(G); and T is a bicontinuous

mapping of M(F)„ onto M(G)a.

Proof. Consider the mapping / f-> y(f ° a) of C0(G) into C0(P). It is easily seen

that this mapping is an isometry of C0(G) onto C0(P) and that T is its adjoint.

Consequently Pis an isometry of M(F) onto M(G) and is a bicontinuous mapping

of M(F)„ onto M(G)a. That T(p. * A) = Pit * FA and (Pxx)* = P/x* hold may be shewn

by calculations.

Theorem 1. Let F and G be locally compact groups and let T be a norm decreasing

isomorphism of M(F) onto M(G). Then there is a bicontinuous isomorphism a of F

onto G, and a character y on F such that

Tp(f) = p(y(fo a)),      /x e M(F), fe C0(G).

Proof. For x e F we have by Lemma 1, that there is a complex number y(x)

with |y(x)| = l, and an element a(x) of G such that Tex = y(x)eaix). Consider the

mappings
y:xi-> y(x)   and   a.: x i-> a(x).

We first show that a is a homomorphism of Pinto G, and y is a homomorphism of

Pinto the complex numbers of absolute value 1. Clearly Texy = y{xy)£a{xy), and

Tex * Tey = y(x)y(y)eaM * ea{y) = y(x)y(y)ea(x)a(y).

Since Tex * Tev = T(ex * ey)-Texy, we have

y(xy)ea(xy) = y(x)y(y)eaMam;

and since the Dirac measures are pairwise linearly independent, we have y(xy) =

y(x)y(y), and a(xy) = a(x)a(y). Thus a is a homomorphism of P into G, and y is a

homomorphism of P into the complex numbers.
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We now show that y is continuous. For any nonnegative / in C0(G) we have

\Tex(f)\ =ea(x)(f) consequently y(x)\Tex(f)\=Tex(f). Thus to show the continuity

of y it suffices to show that the mapping x i-> Tex(f) is continuous at e in F where /

is a nonnegative function in C0(G) such that Tee(f)^0. By the definition of the

weak topology the mapping Tex k> Tex(f) is continuous from M(G)a into the com-

plex numbers. The mapping x i-> ex is continuous from F to F5£0 by Propositions 1

and 2 and the mapping ex h-> Tex is continuous from F/0 to M{G)a by Proposition 4.

It follows that y is continuous and thus y is a character.

The continuity of a follows by considering the mappings

X h-> ex H» Tex = y(x)eau)      ea0e) l-» a(x).

The only mapping we have to check is the mapping y(x)eaix) h> eaix), of a subset of

M(G)a into M(G)a. But since this mapping is multiplication by the continuous

character x ^ (y(x)) ~, it is continuous. Thus a is continuous since it may be

written as a composite of continuous mappings. Moreover since each of the above

mappings is one to one we have that a is a continuous one to one homomorphism.

Now consider T'1. By the open mapping theorem F_1 is a bounded isomorphism

of M(G) onto M{F). Thus Proposition 4 applies and we have that eam i—> T 1ea(X)

= (y(x))~ex is continuous from Geso into M{F)a. The continuity of a-1 restricted to

a(F) now follows by considering the mappings

a(x) k> eaU) h» F" 1£aU) = (yf»)-«* h> h>x.

Thus F is homeomorphic to a(F) and since a locally compact group is complete

a(F) is complete and therefore closed.

Now suppose a is not onto; then there is a y in G\a(F) and a compact neighbor-

hood V of y such that V n a(F) = 0 because a(F) is closed. Since T~ hy is in M(F),

by Proposition 2 there is a net (/x; : _/ e J) such that

Pi = 2 &<->c*u' e F> complex,
i=l

and        T~1ey. Thus by Proposition 4, F/x;_^ e„. Note that reÄ=y(x)eB(Ä), thus

TPj - 2 *f.^(xu)£«<*u>-
i = l

Since G is locally compact there is a function fin C0(G) such that f(y) = l and

/(G\F) = 0 and 0^/(»^ 1 for all xeG. Since TfijA^ey we have

2 bi.iy(xu)E«(x,,,)(f) -*f(y)-
i=l

But since a(xitj) e a(F) n (G\F), £a(*u,(/) =/(«(xu)) = 0, so that /O0 = O, a

contradiction. Thus a is onto.
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All that remains now is to establish the formula {Tp){f) = p(y(f ° a)).

Let TV be the mapping defined by

(7>X/) = tfyifo «)),      p. e M(F), fe C0(G).

By Lemma 2 we have that 7\ is an isomorphism and isometry from M{F) onto

M(G). Hence in view of Proposition 4, Tx is continuous on norm bounded sets from

M(F)S0 onto M{G)„. Now observe that

?>*(/) = **(y(/° «)) = y(x)f(a(x)) = y(x)eaM(f) = Tex{f)

Thus Fand Tx coincide on Fs, and by Proposition 2 each p e A/(F) is a so-adherence

point of a norm bounded set of linear combinations of Dirac measures so we have

T=TX. This completes the proof.

Corollary 1. Every norm decreasing isomorphism of M(F) onto M{G) is an

isometric ^isomorphism.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2 and the above theorem.

Corollary 2. Let T be a norm decreasing isomorphism of M(F) onto M(G);

then T is a bicontinuous mapping of M{F)„ onto M{G)C.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2 and the above theorem.

Corollary 3. Each norm decreasing isomorphism of M(F) onto M(G) maps

L\F) onto L\G).

Proof. This follows from the formula.

Corollary 4. L1(G) is invariant under norm decreasing automorphisms of M(G).

The following example shows that a *-isomorphism of M(F) onto M(G) need

not be norm decreasing. Let Fand G be finite abelian groups of order n, and suppose

that P and G are not isomorphic. Let yx, y2, • • •> Yn be the n characters of P and

define functions/, i= 1, 2,..., n on P by

f{x) = (l/n)y,(x),      xeF,i= 1, 2,..., n.

Using the orthogonality relations for characters on abelian groups it follows that

fi,f2,---,fn are orthogonal idempotents which span M(P). Clearly f*=f. Let

gi, gi, ■ ■ ■, gn be a basis for M(G) defined in the analogous manner. Define P by

Tf=gh i"= 1,2,...,« and extend Pto a linear mapping of M(F) into M(G). It is

easily seen that T is a *-isomorphism of M(F) onto M(G). T cannot be norm

decreasing if Pand G are not isomorphic since this would violate Theorem 1.

As a consequence of Theorem 1 we shall derive a theorem due to Wendel [8] on

isomorphisms of P^P) onto P^G)- First we shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let T be a bounded isomorphism of L\F) onto L}{G). Then there is a

unique bounded isomorphism T# of M(F) onto M(G) which extends T. Moreover,
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Proof. Clearly T is continuous as a mapping of L\F)S0 onto L\G)S0. Since

M(G)S0 is quasi-complete (see the remark preceding Proposition 2) and since each

P in M(F) is a so-adherence point of a bounded set in L\F) (Proposition 2), Thas a

unique extension T# to a continuous linear mapping of M(F)S0 into A/(G)S0

[1, Chapitre III, §2, No. 5].

To show that T#(p * A) = T#p * T#\, p, A in M(F), let (^ : j e 7) and (Ak : k e 71)

be nets in L1^) such that PjJ^p and A; A. Then since multiplication is separately

continuous in M(F)S0 (Proposition 2) we have

Since 7# = 7on L\F) we have T#(pj * K) = Tpj * T\k. Now using the fact that

multiplication is separately continuous in M(G)S0 we have

lim /lim Tpt * T\A = T#p * T#\.

Combining the above we have T#(p * A) = T#p * T#\.

To show that T# is one-one, let A^e M(F) and suppose T#p = T#\. If A^/x then

there is a v in L^T7) such that A * v^p * v. Then T(A * v) = T#\ * Tv = T#p * 7V

= T(/x * v) which contradicts the assertion that T is an isomorphism because A * v

and p* v are in L}{F). Therefore T# is one-one.

We now show that T# is onto. Let p e M(G), by Proposition 2 there is a net

(p.j : jej) in J-HG) such that p'jj^p' and ||py|| ̂  By the open mapping

theorem T'1 is bounded, so that (T~ 1p'j : y e J) is a bounded Cauchy net in JLHJF)^

Since M(F)S0 is quasi-complete there is a p in AT^T7) such that r_V/-^> Then

r(r_ V5)-f^ 7> so that T#p = p' and 7/# is onto.

We next show = \T\. Clearly g [|7;#||. To show the reverse inequality

let /x e M(F) be given. By Proposition 2 there is a net (pj : j eJ) in L\F) such that

/Xj™^p and H/xjII^ so that TpjJ^, T#u. Since the mapping Ah-> ||A|| is lower

semicontinuous in the so-topology (Corollary 1 to Proposition 2), we have \\T#p\\

^liminf ir^llgUminf ||r|| l^l^lrll |/x||. Therefore  ||r#|£ ||r||  and hence

||r#|| = ||r||.
The uniqueness of T# is an easy consequence of Propositions 2 and 4.

Theorem 2 (Wendel). Let T be a norm decreasing isomorphism of L}{F) onto

L1(G). Then there is a bicontinuous isomorphism a of F onto T, a character y on G

such that

P * A = lim /lim p, * Xk

Therefore the so-continuity of T# implies that

TKf) = A(y(/o «))      A e L\F)Je C0(G).

Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 1 in virtue of Lemma 3.

Corollary. Each norm decreasing isomorphism of L\F) onto L\G) is an iso-

metric ^isomorphism.
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4. Norm decreasing homomorphisms of measure algebras. In this section we

give the structure of all norm decreasing homomorphisms T of M(F) onto M(G)

such that for p. e M(F), T(p. * L\F))={0} implies 7> = 0.

Lemma 4. Let F and G be locally compact groups, a a continuous and open

homomorphism of F onto G, and y a character on F. Let T be the mapping of M(F)

into M(G) defined by

W) = KyW" «))     P e M(F),fe C0(G).

Then T is a norm decreasing *-homomorphism of M(F) onto M(G); T is continuous

as a mapping of M(F)S0 onto M(G)S0 and T(L1(F))=L\G).

Proof. Let e be the unit of G and let F0 = {x : a(x) — e). Then P0 is a closed

normal subgroup of P. Let tt: F-> F/F0 be the canonical mapping then there is a

bicontinuous isomorphism ß: F/F0 -> G such that a=ß ° tt. Consider the following

mappings:

(1) y: M(F) -» M(P) defined by yp(f) = p(yf) P e M(F),fe C0(F),

(2) n**: M(F) -+ M(F/F0) defined by rr**p(f) = p(fo    M e M{F),fe C0(FfF0),

(3) /?**: A/(F/F0) -> A/(G) defined by j8**/x(/) = m(/° ^) m e M(F/F0),fe C0(G).

By Lemma 2, (1) and (3) are isometric isomorphisms. By Lemma 5.1.8 of Greenleaf

[4], tt** is a norm decreasing homomorphism of M(F/F0) onto M(G). Observe that

T=ß**tt**y so that Pis a norm decreasing homomorphism of M(F) onto M(G).

That P is a *-homomorphism follows by a calculation. To complete the proof it

suffices to show that T(L\F))=L1(G). In the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 of [4] Green-

leaf shows that tt**(L1(F))=L1(F/F0) consequently by Corollary 3 to Theorem 1,

T(L\F)) = L'(G).
The next lemma is an observation of Greenleaf's [4] and [5].

Lemma 5. Let F and G be locally compact groups; a a continuous homomorphism

ofF into G and y a character of P. Then the mapping T defined by Tp(f) = /x(y(/ ° a))

is a norm decreasing homomorphism of M(F) into M(G) which is continuous on norm

bounded sets as a mapping of M(F)S0 into M{G)a. If a is a monomorphism then so

isT.

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that Pis a norm decreasing homomorphism

of M(F) into M(G). The stated continuity property of P follows from Lemma 1.1.1

of Greenleaf [4] and the fact that for /e C0(G), f ° a is left (and right) uniformly

continuous on P. If a is a monomorphism then to show that Pis a monomorphism

it suffices to show that the mapping a** defined by a**ix(f) = jj,{f« a), ft e M(F),

f 6 C0(G) is a monomorphism. To show this let A'^Pbe any compact subset, then

fj.(K)=p(a-1a(K)) = a**fj.(a(K)) since a is a monomorphism. It follows that a**p=0

implies tt = 0 [6, p. 175]. This completes the proof.
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Theorem 3. Let T be a norm decreasing homomorphism of M(F) onto M{G).

IfT(fx. * L\F)) = {0} implies Tp = 0, then there is a character y on F and a continuous

and open homomorphism a of F onto G such that

W) = HW° «)) for «■ 6 M(F), fe C0(G).

Proof. For xeFwe have by Lemma 1, a complex number y(x), \y(x) \ = 1 and an

a(x) g G such that Tex = y(x)ea{x). It follows as in the proof of Theorem 1 that a is a

continuous homomorphism of F into G; y is a character of F and that Tp(f)

=/j.(y(f0 a)) (in virtue of Lemma 5). To complete the proof it remains to show that

a is open and onto. Let e be the unit of G and let F0 = {x : a{x) = e}. Let n: F -> F/F0

be the canonical homomorphism and define Tx: M{F) M(F/F0) by T^f)

= My(/ ° "))• By Lemma 4, Fi is a norm decreasing homomorphism which is onto.

Let fx e ker Tx, then /x(y(/° tt)) = 0 for all/in C0(F/F0) and it follows from Lemma

5.2.2 of Greenleaf [4], that /x(y(/° w)) = 0 for all / e C(F/F0). Let /9: F/F0 -> G be

such that a=ßo tt. For /e C0(G),/o ^ e C(F/F0) so that i3 0 t)) = 0. Thus

we have that ker Tt £ ker T so we may define a homomorphism T2: M(F/F0)

—> M(G) by F2(F1/i) = Fit. To show that F2 is an isomorphism we need only show

that F2 is a monomorphism since F2 is clearly onto. Define 7": M(F/F0) -> A/(G) by

T'rif) = Kf° ß), then F'FlM(/) = Fl/x(/° B) = hW° ß ° ")) = FM(/) = F2FlM(/) for

all jii in A/(F). Since Fand Fx are onto, T2 = T'. Now since j3 is a continuous mono-

morphism, F2 is a norm decreasing monomorphism (Lemma 5).

If we now apply Theorem 1 to F2 we have that there is a character y on F/F0

and a bicontinuous isomorphism a of F/F0 onto G such that

F2(FaM)(/) = Fl/jt(y'(/o a')),      «• 6 A/(F) and/e C0(G).

Thus using the definition of Tx we have

fx(Y(y' o tt)(/o «' o n)) = ii(y(/o a)),     11 g M(F) and/e C0(G).

It follows that a ° Tr = a and consequently a is open and onto.

Corollary 1. Let T be a norm decreasing homomorphism of M(F) onto M(G).

If F(p*F1(F)) = {0} implies T(i=0, then T(L\F)) = L\G) and consequently T is

continuous as a mapping of M(F)S0 onto M(G)S0.

Proof. This follows from the theorem and Lemma 4.

Corollary 2. Each norm decreasing homomorphism of M(F) onto M(G)

satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3 is a *-homomorphism.

Remark. There are homomorphisms T which are onto but which do not satisfy

the hypothesis of the theorem as the following example shows.

Let F be a nondiscrete locally compact group and let G = {e} be the group con-

sisting of only one element. Define F: M(F) -> M(G) by F/x = 2*£F MMK- Then T
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is a norm decreasing homomorphism which is onto and T annihilates L\F).

Corollary 1 to the theorem shows that the conclusion of Theorem 2 cannot hold

forT.

5. Bipositive homomorphisms of measure algebras.

Definition. A homomorphism P of M(F) onto M(G) is said to be bipositive if T

maps the set of positive measures onto the set of positive measures.

Theorem 4. Let T be a bipositive homomorphism of M(F) onto M(G). If

T(p * L1(F)) = {0} implies Tp = 0 then there is a continuous and open homomorphism

aofF onto G such that

W) = M(/° «),     P £ M(F), fe C0(G).

If T is an isomorphism then so is a.

Proof. Note that a positive measure p on G is a real multiple of a Dirac measure

if and only if each A e M(G) for which p — A is a positive measure is a real multiple

of /x. Since this property is clearly preserved under bipositive maps we have that for

each x e P, there is a real number y(x) and an a(x) e G such that Tex = y(x)ecc(x). It is

readily verified that the mapping x t-> y(x) is a homomorphism of G into the positive

reals. Since Pis positive, Pis bounded, thus there is a constant M such that \\Tp\\

^ M||/x||, for all jx e M(F). It follows that {y(x) : x e G} is a bounded subgroup of

the positive reals. Thus we must have y(x) = 1 for all x e P. Applying Proposition 4

we see that Tp(f)=p.(J° a) f°r A4 6 M^)./6 C0(G). By Lemma 5, T is a norm

decreasing homomorphism and Theorems 1 and 3 now apply.

Corollary. Let T be a bipositive homomorphism of M(F) onto M(G). If

P(/x * LHP)) = {0} implies Tp = 0 r/zevz P is a norm decreasing ^-homomorphism.

Remark. The example given after Corollary 2 to Theorem 3 shows that there are

bipositive homomorphisms which do not satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem.

The author has recently learned that G. Gaudry has proven Theorem 4 for the

case when T is a bipositive isomorphism (to appear, Canad. J. Math.).
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